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Neutrinoless double beta decay

3
J. M. Yao, J. Meng, Y. F. Niu, and P. Ring, Prog. Phys. Nucl. Phys. 126, 103965 (2022)

q 0νββ decay   
• Neutrino

Majorana or Dirac nature?

• Neutrino Mass

• Lepton number conservation 
F. T. Avignone, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 80, 481 (2008)

ü Challenge to nuclear physicists:

Discrepancies of nuclear matrix 
elements (NMEs) obtained by 
different nuclear models are large! 
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Uncertainties of NMEs
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q To understand the discrepancies, great efforts have been made to analyze the 
uncertainties of NMEs

• Uncertainty sources
ü The axial-vector coupling constant gA : gA=1 or 1.25
ü The two-nucleon short-range correlations (s.r.c.) : UCOM / Jastrow
ü The higher order terms of the nucleon current : weak- magnetism and 

pseudoscalar couplings 
ü The finite size of the nucleon: nucleon form factors
ü The size of the model space: 2/3/4 oscillator shells (QRPA) 
ü The closure approximation 

       … 

• These uncertainties were studied within 
ü Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (QRPA)

ü Interacting Shell Model (ISM)

V. A. Rodin et al. Nucl. Phys. A 766, 107 (2006)

F. Šimkovic et al. Phys. Rev. C 77, 045503 (2008)

F. Šimkovic et al. Phys. Rev. C 60, 055502 (1999)

J. Menéndez et al. Nucl. Phys. A 818, 139 (2009) E. Caurier et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 052503, 100 (2008)



Uncertainties of NMEs
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q To understand the discrepancies, great efforts have been made to analyze the 
uncertainties of NMEs

• The NMEs of QRPA and ISM with error bar evaluated from those uncertainties

data from J. Menéndez et al. Nucl. Phys. A 818, 139 (2009) 

F. Šimkovic et al. Phys. Rev. C 77, 045503 (2008)

for shell model 

for QRPA



Uncertainties of NMEs: Nuclear interactions (ph)
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• Uncertainty sources:  nuclear interactions --- particle-hole channel

V. A. Rodin, F. Šimkovic , et al. Phys. Rev. C 68, 044302 (2003)

ü 𝑀$% values are essentially independent
of the form of different realistic NN
potentials.

Residual interaction: Bonn, Argonne, Nijmegen renormalized by Brückner G matrix

Mean field: Coulomb corrected Woods-Saxon potential

Ø G-matrix QRPA:

• Averaged over three potentials and three choices of the s.p. space

ü The strength of the particle-particle
interaction is adjusted so that the 2𝜈𝛽𝛽 
decay rate is correctly reproduced



Uncertainties of NMEs: Nuclear interactions (ph)
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• Uncertainty sources:  nuclear interactions --- particle-hole channel

Ø Self-consistent QRPA:

Mean field, residual interaction: same interaction from energy density functionals

ü Particle-hole (ph) channel

Y. F. Niu et al. Phys. Rev. C 85, 034313 (2012)

Hundreds of Skyrme interactions:
• Nucleon effective mass 𝑚∗ : single-particle level density near Fermi level

• Landau parameter 𝑔$) : the strength of spin-isospin part of nuclear interactions



Uncertainties of NMEs: Nuclear interactions (ph)
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Ø Self-consistent QRPA:

Mean field, residual interaction: same interaction from energy density functionals

ü Particle-hole (ph) channel

M. Dutra et al. Phys. Rev. C 85, 035201 (2012)

Hundreds of Skyrme interactions:
• Nucleon effective mass 𝑚∗ : single-particle level density near Fermi level

• Landau parameter 𝑔$) : the strength of spin-isospin part of nuclear interactions

• Uncertainty sources:  nuclear interactions --- particle-hole channel



Uncertainties of NMEs: Nuclear interactions (ph)
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Ø Self-consistent QRPA:

Mean field, residual interaction: same interaction from energy density functionals

ü Particle-hole (ph) channel

M. Dutra et al. Phys. Rev. C 85, 035201 (2012)

What are the uncertainties caused by different Skyrme
interactions with a wide span over nucleon effective mass and
Landau parameter?

• Uncertainty sources:  nuclear interactions --- particle-hole channel

Hundreds of Skyrme interactions:
• Nucleon effective mass 𝑚∗ : single-particle level density near Fermi level

• Landau parameter 𝑔$) : the strength of spin-isospin part of nuclear interactions



Uncertainties of NMEs: Nuclear interactions (pp)
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• Uncertainty sources:  nuclear interactions --- particle-particle channel

ü Correlation between pairing energy and
𝑀$% studied by GCM with Gogny interaction

T. R. Rodríguez et al. Phys. Lett. B 719, 174 (2013); Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 252503 (2010)



Uncertainties of NMEs: Nuclear interactions (pp)
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• Uncertainty sources:  nuclear interactions --- particle-particle channel

ü Correlation between pairing energy and
𝑀$% studied by GCM with Gogny interaction

T. R. Rodríguez et al. Phys. Lett. B 719, 174 (2013); Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 252503 (2010)

What are the uncertainties caused by different particle-particle
interactions?



Motivation 
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ü Spherical Skyrme QRPA

ü Axially deformed Skyrme QRPA (matrix diagonalization / finite amplitude method)

J. Terasaki, Phys. Rev. C 86, 021301(R) (2012); Phys. Rev. C 102, 044303 (2020)

ü Spherical relativistic QRPA N. Popara, A. Ravlić, and N. Paar, Phys. Rev. C 105, 064315 (2022)

M. T. Mustonen and J. Engel, Phys. Rev. C 87, 064302 (2013)
N. Hinohara and J. Engel, Phys. Rev. C 105, 044314 (2022)

Ø In this work:

With self-consistent Skyrme QRPA, we study the NMEs for 76Ge, 82Se, 128Te, 130Te, and
136Xe. The uncertainties from nuclear effective interaction will be emphasized.

• ph channel: 18 Skyrme interactions • pp channel: 2 kinds of pairing forces

q In order to study the uncertainties caused by particle-hole channel and particle-particle
channel of nuclear effective interaction, we need self-consistent QRPA models with large
variety of different interactions

• Self-consistent QRPA for 𝑀!" and 𝑀#"

Uncertainties from nuclear effective interactions are not discussed so far
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NME calculated by QRPA
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q QRPA: widely used for the description of spin-isospin excitations

Johnson, Koonin, et al., 1992; Koonin et al., 1997) allows
calculation of nuclear properties as thermal averages,
employing the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation to
rewrite the two-body parts of the residual interaction by
integrals over fluctuating auxiliary fields. The integra-
tions are performed by Monte Carlo techniques, making
the SMMC method available for basically unrestricted
model spaces. While the strength of the SMMC method
is the study of nuclear properties at finite temperature, it
does not allow for detailed nuclear spectroscopy.

The evaluation of nuclear matrix elements for the
Fermi operator is straightforward. The Gamow-Teller
operator connects Slater determinants within a model
space spanned by a single harmonic-oscillator shell (0!"
space). The shell model is then the method of choice for
calculating the nuclear states involved in weak-
interaction processes dominated by allowed transitions,
as complete or sufficiently converged truncated calcula-
tions are now possible for such 0!" model spaces. The
practical calculation of the Gamow-Teller distribution is
achieved by adopting the Lanczos method (Wilkinson,
1965), as proposed by Whitehead (1980; see also Langa-
nke and Poves, 2000; Poves and Nowacki, 2001).

The calculation of forbidden transitions, however, in-
volves nuclear transitions between different harmonic-
oscillator shells and thus requires multi-!" model
spaces. These are currently feasible only for light nuclei
where ab initio shell-model calculations are possible
(Navrátil et al., 2000; Caurier et al., 2001). Such multi-!"
calculations have been used for the calculation of neu-
trino scattering from 12C (Hayes and Towner, 2000;
Volpe et al., 2000). However, for heavier nuclei one has
to rely on more strongly truncated nuclear models. As
the kinematics of stellar weak-interaction processes are
often such that forbidden transitions are dominated by
the collective response of the nucleus, the random-phase
approximation (RPA; Rowe, 1968) is usually the method

of choice (Fig. 2). Another advantage of this method is
that, in contrast to the shell model, it allows for global
calculations of these processes for the many nuclei often
involved in nuclear networks. An illustrative example is
the evaluation of nuclear half-lives based on the calcu-
lation of the Gamow-Teller strength function within the
quasiparticle RPA model (Krumlinde and Möller, 1984;
Möller and Randrup, 1990). The RPA method considers
the residual correlations among nucleons via one-
particle/one-hole (1p-1h) excitations in large multi-!"
model spaces. The neglect of higher-order correlations
renders the RPA method inferior to the shell model, for
matrix elements between individual, noncollective
states. A prominent example is the Gamow-Teller tran-
sition from the 12C ground state to the T!1 triad in the
A!12 nuclei (see, for example, Engel et al., 1996).
While the shell model is able to reproduce the Gamow-
Teller matrix element between these states (Cohen and
Kurath, 1965; Warburton and Brown, 1992), RPA calcu-
lations miss an important part of the nucleon correla-
tions and overestimate these matrix elements by about a
factor of 2 (Kolbe et al., 1994; Engel et al., 1996). Recent
developments have extended the RPA method to in-
clude the complete set of 2p-2h excitations in a given
model space (Drożdż et al., 1990). Such 2p-2h RPA
models have, however, not yet been applied to semilep-
tonic weak processes in stars. Moreover, the RPA allows
for the proper treatment of the momentum dependence
in the different multipole operators, as it can be impor-
tant in certain stellar neutrino-nucleus processes (see be-
low), and for the inclusion of the continuum (Buballa
et al., 1991). Detailed studies indicate that standard and
continuum RPA calculations yield nearly the same re-
sults for total semileptonic cross sections (Kolbe et al.,
2000). This is related to the fact that both RPA versions
obey the same sum rules. The RPA has also been ex-
tended to deal with partial occupation of the orbits so
that configuration mixing in the same shell is included
schematically (Rowe, 1968; Kolbe, Langanke, and Vo-
gel, 1999).

III. HYDROGEN BURNING AND SOLAR NEUTRINOS

The tale of the solar neutrinos and their ‘‘famous’’
problem took an exciting turn from its original goal of
measuring the central temperature of the sun to provid-
ing convincing evidence for neutrino oscillations, thus
opening the door to physics beyond the standard model
of the weak interaction. In 1946, Pontecorvo suggested
(Pontecorvo, 1946, 1991; later independently proposed
by Álvarez, 1949) that chlorine would be a good detec-
tor material for neutrinos. Subsequently, in the 1950s,
Davis built a radiochemical neutrino detector which ob-
served reactor neutrinos via the 37Cl(#e ,e")37Ar reac-
tion (Davis, 1955). After the 3He($ ,%)7Be cross section
at low energies had been found to be significantly larger
than expected (Holmgren and Johnston, 1958) and,
slightly later, the 7Be(p ,%)8B cross section at low ener-
gies had been measured (Kavanagh, 1960), it became
clear that the Sun should also operate by what are now

FIG. 2. (Color in online edition) The most commonly used
nuclear models for the calculation of weak processes in stars
are the random-phase aproximation (RPA) and the shell
model (SM). In the RPA, the basis states are characterized by
particle-hole excitations around a given configuration (typi-
cally a closed-shell nucleus). In the shell model, all the possible
two-body correlations in a given valence space are considered.
Excitations from the core or outside the model space are ne-
glected, but this effect can be included perturbatively using
effective interactions and operators.

823K. Langanke and G. Martı́nez-Pinedo: Nuclear weak-interaction processes in stars

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 3, July 2003

• The QRPA excited state is generated by

ü Full 2 quasiparticle configuration space  ⇒
almost whole nuclear chart 

q NME
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gA = 1.27



Nuclear effective interaction
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K. Bennaceur, J. Dobaczewski, Comput. Phys. Comm. 168, 96 (2005)

Ø ph channel: Skyrme interaction

Ø pp channel: 𝛿 interaction

i) Volume pairing (the pairing field follows the shape of the density),  𝑡*) = 0.

ii) Surface pairing (the pairing field is peaked at the surface and follows 
roughly the variations of the density), 𝑡*) = −37.5𝑡$) .

The pairing strengths are determined by fitting the experimental pairing gap.
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𝑀!" by different ph and pp interactions
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ü For the same kind of pp interaction, 𝑀$% obtained by different ph interaction are close.

ü Except for 136Xe, 𝑀$% calculated by surface pairing are larger.



Isoscalar pairing dependence of 𝑀!"
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The difference in 𝑀$% from the different form of pairing interaction 
should be caused by the isovector pairing part. 

ü By adjusting𝑓+, to reproduce the experimental𝑀-.#%,𝑀$%(1/)by different pp interactions are close.

ü The difference of 𝑀$% between volume pairing and surface pairing mainly comes from
contributions of other multipoles rather than 1/.

ü Contributions from other multipoles are almost independent of 𝑓+,.



Isovector pairing effects
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q Isovector pairing plays its role on NME through the following factors

ü the overlap of HFB wavefunctions ⟨ HFB0|HFB1 ⟩.
ü one-body transition densities 
ü the number of two quasiparticle (2qp) proton-neutron configurations

ü The distribution of occupation probability is more
diffuse for the surface pairing than the volume pairing. Larger configuration space



Isovector pairing effects
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q Isovector pairing plays its role on NME through the following factors
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hHFBf |HFBii ' 0.82 for volume and surface pairing
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hHFBf |HFBii = 0.45

76Ge, 82Se, 128,130Te: 

136Xe:
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hHFBf |HFBii = 0.25

for volume pairing

for surface pairing

ü the overlap of HFB wavefunctions ⟨ HFB0|HFB1 ⟩.
ü one-body transition densities 
ü the number of two quasiparticle (2qp) proton-neutron configurations



𝑀!" by 18 Skyrme interactions
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• Although the effective mass 𝑚∗ and
Landau parameter 𝑔$) span a wide range,
for each kind of pp interaction, 𝜎 is only
around 10% of <𝑀$%.

• For 𝑀$%(76Ge)

ü spherical G-QRPA, relativistic and non-
relativistic GCM, and IBM2 results lie
within 1.0∼2.0 𝜎 from our <𝑀$% by
volume pairing.

ü deformed G-QRPA, ISM, triaxial projected
SM, and ab initio approaches are much
smaller, since they consider more many-
body correlations.



𝑀!" by 18 Skyrme interactions
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• For 𝑀$%(136Xe), either by volume pairing
or surface pairing, our results are smaller
than many other models, which could be
caused by the sharp neutron Fermi
surface in 136Xe that suppresses the
NMEs through HFB0 HFB1 .

• Although the effective mass 𝑚∗ and
Landau parameter 𝑔$) span a wide range,
for each kind of pp interaction, 𝜎 is only
around 10% of <𝑀$%.

W. L. Lv, Y. F. Niu, D. L. Fang, J. M. Yao, 
C. L. Bai, and J. Meng, Phys. Rev. C 108, 
L051304 (2023). 



Correlation between 𝑀#$% and 𝑀!"
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N. Shimizu et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 142502 (2018)

ü 𝑀2-. is strongly affected by the choice of ph interactions. There seems no correlation
between 𝑀2-. and 𝑀$% in QRPA model.



Correlation between 𝑀#$% and 𝑀!"
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F. Šimkovic et al. Phys. Rev. C 83, 015502 (2011)

ü 𝑀2-. : both short range and long range physics matter.

ü 𝑀$% : only short range physics matters.
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Summary and Perspectives
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q Summary

• Uncertainties raising from nuclear effective interactions within Skyrme QRPA model 
are investigated
ü NME are not sensitive to ph interactions
ü NME are very sensitive to pp interactions: surface pairing with more diffused 

Fermi surface gives larger NMEs. 

q Perspective 

• Which pairing is more suitable for NME calculation? 
ü Besides the mean pairing gaps, other constraints on the pairing interactions

need to be considered.

• Effects of beyond QRPA model (QPVC) on NME
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